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SWISOXYGEN TREATMENT
Oxygen is essential to the health and maintenance of skin cells in the human 
body. With age, skin loses its ability to retain and utilize Oxygen for normal 
metabolic processes, such as repair and regeneration. The theory behind 
oxygenated beauty is that we all need oxygen for survival. Oxygen is what 
revives and replenishes the cells in our body. However, due to the pollutants in 
our environment today, our oxygen content has been greatly reduced. It is also 
true that as we age, oxygen does not reach our skin cells as efficiently, which is 
what leads to the aging process. SWiSOXYGEN Booster facial therapy can 
helps revive skin cells and make it easier to achieve a more youthful, energized 
appearance,leaving it hydrated and healthier looking.

Benefits:

• Restore radiance and oxygen to the skin 

• A relaxing ritual to unblock respirationand

  circulation to stimulate skin's vital energy. 

• Improve skin complexion. 

• Elimination of toxins .

• Anti Fatique 

• Instant Glow & Radiance

SWISEYE REVOLUTION TREATMENT
SwisEye Revolution Treatment is an all in one solution for target all common eye 
problems in just one treatment. Specially formulated to cater to those who wish to 
get rid of their fine lines, severe dark circles, eye bags and puffiness. 

Benefits:

• Stimulates collagen synthesis and thereby has a restructuring effect on the intercellular, 

cross-linked network of supporting collagen and elastin fibres

• Protects delicate eye area from dryness and helps reduce puffiness

• Hydrates epidermal layer around the eye area

• Helps to reduce wrinkles, dark circles and fine lines around eye contour areas

• Firming

SWISPREMIUM FACIAL TREATMENT
SwisPremium Facial is a complete facial rejuvenation procedure without 
involving any surgery; it is the process whereby the hidden genetic potential of 
adult stem cells is awakened. The procedure formulated with advanced age 
prevention ingredients restores the youthful contour, boost up cellular healing 
and shape of the face and evens out color irregularities cause by the aging 
process and environmental sun exposure.

Radiance Exfoliating Gel
It helps to remove dead skin cells and excess sebum , help clear minimize skin pores and 
help lightens dark skin as well. Give you an instant smooth, soft and radiant look.

Stemcell Ampoule
Concentrated with citrus stemcell, this Ampoule penetrate deep into inner layer of skin, 
Enhance skin firmness & elasticity,Delays the appearance of the aging process & restore 
skin's natural protein levels

Reviving Stemcell Mask
A soft textured cream enriched with Citrus Stemcell Extract to promote skin vitality.It 
stimulates metabolisme and restores vital moisture for a radiant dewy complexion. Skin 
will increase firmness and smoothness

B’tox Cream
A luxurious,highly nutritious cream rich in active ingredients selected to combat sign of 
aging,rejuvenate and renew skin giving a person healthy and youthful glamorous skin.

Algin Contour Mask
Deeply moisturize ,Stimulate Collagen Production, Contour Skin ,Stimulate Metabolism 
Cellular Brigthen skin effect & Skin Healing Radiance Exfoliating Gel

PROFFESIONAL
SWISPREMIUM

FACIAL TREATMENT

• Immediate visibly sign of firming and lifted 

• Brighten complexion and instant Radiance 

• Powerful anti-oxidant 

• Stimulates collagen synthesis

• Prolong cell longevity 

• Activate cell regeneration and
repair damage cells


